Mystery Shapes

Contents:
- Shaped erasers (5)
- Rubber balls (5)
- Plastic animal toys (5)
- Colored cloth drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- Activity cards English packet (SHAPCO)
- Activity cards Spanish packet (SHAPCO)
- 12” x 9” x 3” box

Fabrication/packing instructions:
1. Place 1 rubber ball, 1 plastic animal and 1 shaped eraser in each cloth drawstring bag.
2. Place the 5 drawstring bags and the English and Spanish activity cards in a 12” x 9” x 3” box. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.
3. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Mystery Shapes sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.